Quasi-free scattering with polarized protons can be a sensitive method to probe certain spin correlations in the nuclear wave function. This is demonstrated by the comparison of the effective polarizations following from the shell model and a deuteron cluster model for the nuclei 14N and 6Li.
In medium-energy quasi-free scattering processes [1 ] , the nuclear target nucleon is in general polarized before it is knocked out. One can measure this polarization [2, 3] in (p, 2p) reactions using a polarized proton beam, because the matrix element for mediumenergy proton-proton scattering has a strong spin dependence.
During the last few years several (p, 2p) coincidence experiments with polarized protons have been performed [4, 5] and the measured asymmetries have clearly confirmed the occurrence of large polarizations of the nuclear nucleon. The most extensive measurements [5] have been made for the nuclei 160 and 40Ca; for these nuclei and in geometries for which the on-shell impulse approximation and the factorization [! ] are expected to be good, the measured effective polarizations are in reasonable agreement with the theoretical expectations [3, 5] following from the singleparticle shell model and calculated in the distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA).
In this note we would like to point out that the effective polarization is caused by correlations of the spins and orbits of the nuclear nucleons and that therefore its measurement may give direct information on the structure of the ground state of the target Work partially supported by Financiadora de Estudos e Projetos (FINEP) and Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cientffico e Tecnol6gico (CNPq). 1 On leave of absence from the Institut fiir Theoretische Physik, Tiibingen, West Germany.
nucleus and/or of the involved final state of the residual nucleus.
To demonstrate this, we compare for the nuclei 14N and 6Li the shell model predictions with the ones following from a model in which the valence nucleons have deuteron cluster correlations [6] . The effective polarizations following from these two models differ in sign and size.
At present we shall consider only coplanar geometries; under these conditions the effective polarization is orthogonal to the scattering plane and is given by [2] ,(+) ,',_,,2
is the distorted momentum amplitude which .t i.~ 1 may be written [7] :
where I/i m i; A ) and Iffmf; A -1 ) denote the initial and final nuclear wave functions characterized by total angular momenta/i andff and projections m i and mr; the a(+-)(r) are the annihilation operators of a nucleon with position r and spin projections (+); all angular momenta are quantized orthogonal to the scattering plane. The distorting function D(r) represents the effects of multiple scattering of the incident and emer-gent particles by the rest of the nucleus.
In the shell mod&l calculations we have used harmonic oscillator wave functions with a width parameter determinated to reproduce the rms radius measured by electron scattering [8] on the target nucleus. The ground states of 14N and 6Li are considered to have a valence neutron and proton in]" = 1/2 and/= 3/2 states, which couple with their cores, 13C(1'f = 1/2) and 5 He(if = 3/2), respectively, to give Ii = 1. The final states are 13C(]'f = 1/2) and 5 He(jf = 3/2), each having one neutron outside a closed subshell or shell.
In the cluster model calculations we assume that the target nucleus consists of the inert spectator cores 12C and 4He and two correlated valence particles forming a deuteron cluster. In this model the wave function for the initial state may be written as
where s~ is the antisymmetrization operator. The function 4~(d), which describes the internal behaviour of the deuteron cluster, is chosen to be (4) R denoting the deuteron center-of-mass coordinate. The spherical symmetric relative motion function F(R) we have taken to be proportional to R 2 X exp(-/32R 2), with the usual factor R 2 of the cluster model prescription for valence particles in the p-shell [9] . ~(o, r) is the spin-one-isospin-zero wave function.
(~(d) = exp (-lc~i~l (ri -R )) ~(a, r)
The core wave functions in expression (3), as well as the corresponding final 13C and 5He ground states, are assumed to be identical to the ones of our shell model calculation. The size parameter e of the deuteron was varied between 1.9 fm (the free value) and 1.4 fro, as from fits to cluster calculations [10] there seems to be some evidence for a contraction of the deuteron in the nucleus. For each value of c~ the parameter /3 of the deuteron center-of-mass wave function was computed to reproduce the same density as in the shell model. Because of the values of the parameters and the shape of the wave function F(R), there is on the average only a small core-deuteron overlap, so that exchange effects between these can be neglected.
In the computations we have assumed that the total center-of-mass of the system coincides with the core center-of-mass and is not affected by the knock- out process (inert-core approximation). This assumption results in a strong simplification but causes an error of the order A -I in the squared overlap integrals; in particular in the case of 6Li this may not seem to be a good approximation. However, for effective polarization calculations this error is considerably reduced as only ratios between momentum distributions enter. For our present purpose the approximation is sufficient, because the qualitative behaviour of the effective polarization is certainly not changed. With the wave functions described above we have calculated the effective polarization for the 14N(p, 2p)13C and 6Li(p, 2p)5He reactions for 320 MeV incoming protons in the two different coplanar kinematical situations shown in fig. 1 .
The distorted wave calculations have been performed in the WKB approximation with a square-well spin-independent nuclear optical potential with real and imaginary parts calculated as in ref. [3] , where also typical values may be found; experience has shown [3, 5, 11 ] that for the present energies the effective polarization is only slightly affected by such approximations. Typical results are shown in figs. 2 and 3. One observes that the momentum distributions ( fig. 2) , which are the quantities measured in experiments with unpolarized protons, are not suitable to detect a cluster structure. The shapes of the distributions for the shell and cluster model are quite similar and their relative magnitudes depend sensitively on the choice of adjustable parameters. Anyhow, calculated absolute values of quasi-free cross sections are known to be very unreliable because of optical model and wave function uncertainties. On the other hand, fig. 3 shows that the effective polarizations for the two models differ in sign and size in all cases; they are only slightly influenced by reasonable parameter variations.
The present calculations are mainly meant as examples to show the effect of the nuclear structure on the effective polarizations, but nevertheless we would like to make some remarks on the specific results obtained:
(1) The differences between the effective polarizations for the pure shell model and the shell model plus cluster correlations are not difficult to understand. In thej-j coupled shell model the effective polarization is caused by the correlations, in the initial nucleus, of the spin of the knocked-out proton with its momentum; as shown in ref. [3] this is a result of the spinorbit coupling and distortion effects in the selected asymmetric kinematics. In the cluster model there are no correlations of this type in the initial nucleus, because the internal and center-of-mass wave functions of the deuteron represent both l = 0 states. However, because of the deuteron spin wave function with S = 1, the spin of the knocked-out proton is parallel to the spin of the remaining valence neutron. This neutron has a momentum which has a tendency to be opposite to that of the knocked.out proton, because both momenta were anticorrelated in the deuteron. Using the distortion arguments of ref. [3] but now applied to the final nucleus, one finds again that the remaining neutron is effectively polarized but oppositely to the knocked-out proton in the shell model case, because of its opposite momentum. This polarization carries over to the knocked-out proton through the mentioned S = 1 correlation, which explains the difference in sign of the effective polarization of the knockedout proton in the two models. 17
The difference in size of the polarizations is caused by the fact that in the duster model the momentum of the remaining valence neutron is not exactly opposite to the one of the knocked-out proton but is smeared by the center-of-mass motion of the deuteron.
(2) The polarizations in the 6 Li case are about -1/2 times the corresponding ones for 14N, in agreement with the known trend [7] of the effective polarizations for P3/2 and Pl/2 single-particle states. That this is also true for our cluster model follows from the preceding argument.
(3) The present method of investigation might give a clearer indication for a cluster structure than the use of reactions in which a cluster is supposed to be directly knocked out. In that case the quasi-free hypothesis is poor, because the cluster must be deformed in the nucleus. Furthermore, the possibilities of formation and break-up of the finally observed cluster before, during and after the knock-out process and its large size complicate the reaction mechanism, casting doubt on the use of the distorted wave approximation and on the interpretation of the results.
The given examples show that quasi-free scattering with polarized particles can be a sensitive method to measure certain spin correlations in the nuclear wave function. In general, to test a given wave function, one may calculate the expected effective polarization and compare this with experiment.
